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1. DEFINITIONS 

1.1 Carryover: shall mean that a pool or a portion of a pool has no winning combinations and 
the net pool is carried forward to be added to a pool(s) at the operator’s discretion. 

1.2 Maxipool or Megapool: shall mean the amalgamation of various Carryovers into a 
single pool. 

1.3 Jackpot Quickmix: shall mean a Jackpot (Pick 4) event across various events or 
races.  

1.4 Pa Blitz: shall mean a Place Accumulator event across various events or races. 

1.5 Bipot Express: shall mean a Bipot event across various events or races 

1.6 Mixed Double: Shall mean a Double event across various events or races 

 

2. GENERAL 

2.1 TAB payouts for all bets on all races in South Africa are based solely on the official result                  
declared following the National Horseracing Authority "All Clear" for a race. Any            
subsequent change to a result by the National Horseracing Authority, the body responsible             
for controlling horseracing, is for statistical and record purposes only and is disregarded in              
terms of TAB payouts. 

2.2 TAB follows the same policy for all races run outside South Africa's borders. If pools               
are commingled, TAB will follow the application of this rule as determined by the host               
operator.  

2.3 In the event that a runner is scratched in error by the host operator, and if a ‘field’ bet is                    
taken during the time frame that the runner is scratched, thereby omitting the scratched              
runner, customers will be compensated by a refund, providing the scratched runner is part              
of the winning combination and the customer completes a claim form. 

3. EQUIPMENT FAILURE 

3.1 In the event of breakdown in any equipment, device or means of communication employed              
by the operator for processing bets, the operator may declare the favourite for the race               
(based on the dividends at the time of such failure) and such dividend or refund as may be                  
appropriate in the circumstances having regard to the information available. The customer            
shall not have any claim of any nature against operator and/or any of its employees arising                
from a failure to accept bets because of delays caused by a breakdown in the telephone                
system and/or other telecommunication system for whatever reason. 

3.2 Bets can only be accepted while the approved wagering system is operative. 

3.3 Should the Pick 6 / Pick 4 commingled pools progressive scans from guest systems not be                
transmitted to the host operator, due to technical equipment failure, and thus preventing             
the host operator from declaring remaining tickets, will-pays or dividends, the host operator             
has the option to exclude the pool total from the guest system concerned, thereby,              
decreasing the final pool total at the close of betting on the Pick 6 and/or Pick 4 pool. 
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3.4 Should data communications be interrupted to the host operator, due to technical            
equipment failure or any other reason the following will apply: 

3.4.1 Where a combination of local and commingle pools are offered on a race - host               
operator dividends and rules will be applied for the current race and thereafter all              
commingled pools will be switched to ‘local’ pools, thereby declaring TAB results            
and dividends as well as applying TAB local rules. 

3.4.2 Where only commingled pools are offered on a race – commingled pools will be              
refunded. 

4. CARRYOVERS 

4.1 PICK 6 

4.1.1 Pick 6 Carryovers on all South African race meetings are accumulated in a             
weekly Pick 6 MegaPool. The MegaPool will be added to a selected meeting or              
meetings from Friday to Monday, regardless of the meeting(s) from which the            
Carryover/s originated at the Operator’s discretion. The Carryover cycle runs          
from Thursday to Wednesday, both days inclusive, with all Pick 6 Carryovers in             
those seven days being channelled into Pick 6 MegaPools. The Operators           
reserve the right to vary this policy. 

4.1.2 Pick 6 Carryovers from Zimbabwe, Mauritius and Kenya will be carried forward to             
a monthly MegaPool to be added to a preselected meeting from which the             
Carryover originated. The cycle will run from Thursday before the previously           
selected Carryover meeting until the Wednesday before the next selected          
Carryover meeting. Zimbabwe Carryovers will be added to the first Sunday           
meeting of a month and Mauritius Carryovers will be added to the first Saturday              
meeting of a month. Kenya Carryovers will be added to the first meeting of a               
month. Should a Carryover originate from the last meeting of the season, any             
such Carryovers will be added to the next South African MegaPool. The            
Operators reserve the right to vary this policy. 

4.2 JACKPOT (PICK 4) 

4.2.1 Jackpot Carryovers on all South African and International race meetings          
(except Dubai) are accumulated into a Mega Jackpot on a selected South African             
race meeting on the last weekend (Friday to Sunday) of a month. The cycle will               
run from Thursday before the previously selected Carryover meeting until the           
Wednesday before the next selected Carryover meeting. 

4.2.2 All Dubai Jackpot Carryovers go into the next Jackpot pool at the Racecourse             
from where the Carryover originated. 

4.2.3 All Jackpot Quickmix Carryovers are accumulated into monthly Mega Jackpot          
Quickmix pools. The Carryover will be added to a Quickmix pool at the             
discretion of the operator on the last Friday, Saturday or Sunday of a month. 

4.3 TRIFECTA 

4.3.1 With one exception, Trifecta Carryovers on all South African and          
International races are accumulated into MaxiPools on the last race at a            
selected race meeting in South Africa on a Sunday. Each MaxiPool cycle runs             
from Thursday to Wednesday, both days inclusive, with all Trifecta Carryovers in            
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those seven days being channelled into Trifecta MaxiPools respectively on the           
last race at the selected South African race meeting on the next Sunday. 

4.3.2 Exception: Trifecta Carryovers on Dubai race meetings are accumulated and go           
into the relevant pool on the last race at the next Dubai race meeting of the                
racecourse the Carryover originated from. In the case of the final Dubai meeting             
of the season, any Trifecta Carryover goes to the last race at the meeting.              
Should a Carryover arise from this race, it will go to the last race at the next                 
South African night race meeting. 

4.4 QUARTET 

4.4.1 With one exception, Quartet Carryovers on all South African and          
International races are accumulated into MaxiPools on the last race at a            
selected race meeting in South Africa on a Sunday. Each MaxiPool cycle runs             
from Thursday to Wednesday, both days inclusive, with all Quartet Carryovers in            
those seven days being channelled into Quartet MaxiPools respectively on the           
last race at the selected South African race meeting on the next Sunday. The              
Operator may vary this policy at its discretion. 

4.4.2 Exception: Quartet Carryovers on Dubai race meetings are accumulated and go           
into the relevant pool on the last race at the next Dubai race meeting of the                
racecourse the Carryover originated from. In the case of the final Dubai meeting             
of the season, any Quartet Carryover goes to the last race at the meeting.              
Should a Carryover arise from this race, it will go to the last race at the next                 
South African night race meeting. 

4.5 PICK 3 

4.5.1 All Pick 3 Carryovers on South African and International racing (except Dubai)            
go into a MegaPool on races 6, 7 and 8 at a selected South African race meeting                 
on the last weekend (Friday to Sunday) of each month. 

4.5.2 All Pick 3 pools on Dubai racing are “must win” pools and as such no Carryovers                
will apply. 

4.6 PLACE ACCUMULATOR 

4.6.1 PA Carryovers on all South African and International race meetings (except           
Dubai) are accumulated in a PA MegaPool. The MegaPool will be added to a              
selected meeting on the last weekend (Friday to Sunday) of a month regardless             
of the meeting from which the Carryover(s) originated. The cycle will run from             
Thursday before the previously selected meeting until the Wednesday before the           
next selected meeting. 

4.6.2 All PA Blitz Carryovers are accumulated into a monthly Mega PA Blitz pool. The              
Carryover will be added to a PA Blitz or PA pool(s) at the discretion of the                
Operator on the last Friday, Saturday or Sunday of a month. 

4.7 BIPOT 

4.7.1 Bipot Carryovers on all South African and International race meetings (except           
Dubai) are accumulated in a Bipot MegaPool. The MegaPool will be added to a              
selected meeting on the last weekend (Friday to Sunday) of a month regardless             
of the meeting from which the Carryover(s) originated. The cycle will run from             
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Thursday before the previously selected meeting until the Wednesday before the           
next selected meeting. 

4.7.2 All BIPOT EXPRESS Carryovers are accumulated into a monthly Mega BIPOT           
EXPRESS pool. The Carryover will be added to a BIPOT EXPRESS or Bipot             
pool(s) at the discretion of the Operator on the last Friday, Saturday or Sunday of               
a month. 

 

 

 

 

5. INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS MULTILEG POOLS 

5.1 PICK 6 

5.1.1 TAB Pick 6 pools in operation on Mauritius, Kenya and Zimbabwe race meetings.  

5.1.2 Couplings and first-timer rules do not apply to Pick 6 pools on international races. 

5.1.3 Should a race from another racecourse be added as part of the Pick 6 pool, the                
Pick 6 rules applicable to the host track shall apply. 

 

5.2 JACKPOT (PICK 4) 

5.2.1 TAB Jackpot pool in operation on the last 4 races (excluding New Zealand and              
Sweden) if 4 or more races at the race meeting are scheduled for broadcast on               
Tellytrack.  

5.2.2 One Jackpot pool is offered on Australian meetings daily on the meeting that is              
scheduled to finish the latest (of the races that are scheduled for broadcast).  

5.2.3 Couplings and first-timer rules do not apply to Jackpot pools on international            
races. 

5.3 PICK 3 

5.3.1 Pick 3 pools in operation on the last 3 races if 3 or more races at the meeting are                   
scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

5.4 BIPOT 

5.4.1 Bipot pools in operation on the last 6 races if only 6 races at the meeting are                 
scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack with the exception of Mauritius, Kenya,           
Australia, New Zealand and Zimbabwe racing. 

5.4.2 No Bipot pool will be offered if a Place Accumulator pool is offered on the same                
meeting with the exception of Mauritius, Kenya and Zimbabwe racing. 
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5.4.3 A Bipot pool will be offered on Mauritius, Kenya and Zimbabwe racing with the              
first leg of the Bipot pool as the race before the first leg of the Place Accumulator. 

5.5 PLACE ACCUMULATOR 

5.5.1 TAB PA pools in operation on Mauritius, Kenya, Zimbabwe, UK, Singapore,           
France, Dubai, USA, Ireland and Hong Kong meetings where 7 or more races             
are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

5.5.2 In the event of three or more horses starting a race and less than three horses                
finishing the race for any reason whatsoever, a dividend shall be declared on the              
first and second placed horses in the event that only two horses finish the race               
as declared in the official result, or if only one horse finishes, a dividend shall be                
declared on that horse as declared in the official result. In the event that no               
runners complete the race, no winners will be declared and the pool carried             
forward to a meeting at the discretion of the operator. 

5.6 DOUBLE 

5.6.1 TAB Double pools in operation on Dubai, Australia and New Zealand meetings. 

5.6.2 Double pools on New Zealand racing in operation on the last 2 races if 2 or more                 
races at the meeting are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

5.6.3 Double pools on Australia are commingled and pools are offered on designated            
races. 

5.6.4 Double pools on Meydan (Dubai) races are offered from Race 2 onwards and for              
Jebel Ali on the last 2 races, with the exception of the Dubai World Cup meeting                
where Double pools are offered from Race 1 onwards. 

 

 

6. INTERNATIONAL BET POOLS 

6.1 UK 

6.1.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Pick 3, Bipot and            
Place Accumulator. 

6.1.2 Pick 3 and Jackpot pools are only offered if 3 and 4 or more races respectively                
are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

6.1.3 Place Accumulator pools are offered if 2 to 5 or 7 or more races are scheduled                
for broadcast on Tellytrack. A Bipot pool will be offered in the event that only 6                
races are scheduled for broadcast by Tellytrack. 

6.1.4 UK races on which TAB operates pools but which are not scheduled for             
broadcast on Tellytrack: Win, Place and Exacta bets only (UK Tote rules apply). 

6.1.5 All Win, Place and Exacta pools are commingled with UK Tote pools.  

6.1.6 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply with 4 places paid. In such races, all                
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runners with saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number            
30. As such Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.1.7 Place betting: 

6.1.7.1 UK Tote rules for Place betting depend on whether a race is a             
handicap or non-handicap and are as follows: 

Non-Handicap Races 

● 4 or less runners: No Place betting 

● 5 to 7 runners: Payouts first and second 

● 8 to 30 runners: Payouts first, second and third  

Handicap Races 

● 4 or less runners: No Place betting 

● 5 to 7 runners: Payouts first and second 

● 8 to 15 runners: Payouts first, second and third 

● 16 to 30 runners: Payouts first, second, third and fourth 

6.2 DUBAI 

6.2.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Double, Pick 3,           
Bipot, Place Accumulator and Pick 6. 

6.2.2 Place betting: 

6.2.2.1 5 runners or less: No Place betting 

6.2.2.2 6 runners or more: Payouts first, second and third 

6.2.3 All Trifecta, Quartet, etc. Carryovers go to last race at next Dubai meeting at the               
racecourse the Carryover originated from.  

6.2.4 Jackpot Carryovers are added to the Jackpot pool at next Dubai race meeting at              
the racecourse the Carryover originated from. 

6.2.5 No Pick 3 Carryovers - if bet is not won, dividend paid to any 2 winners, etc. 

6.2.6 Pick 6 betting: 

6.2.6.1 Pool divided in 70% major share and 30% minor share. The major            
share shall be distributed to 6 correct and the minor share to any 5              
correct. 

6.2.6.2 No Pick 6 Carryovers – if bet is not won, dividend is paid to any 5 out of                  
6 correct, or if necessary any 4 out of 6, etc.  

6.2.6.3 No fractional betting on Pick 6. 
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6.3 IRELAND 

6.3.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Pick 3, Bipot and            
Place Accumulator. 

6.3.2 Pick 3, Jackpot and Place Accumulator pools are only offered if 3, 4 and 7 or                
more races respectively are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

6.3.3 A Bipot pool will be offered when only 6 races are scheduled for broadcast on               
Tellytrack. 

6.3.4 All Win, Place and Exacta bets are commingled with Tote Ireland.  

6.3.5 Place betting: 

Non-Handicap Races: 

6.3.5.1 4 or less runners: No Place Betting 

6.3.5.2 5 to 7 runners: Pays out first and second 

6.3.5.3 8 to 30 runners: Pays out first, second and third 

Handicap Races: 

6.3.5.4 4 or less runners: No place Betting 

6.3.5.5 5 to 7 runners: pays out first and second  

6.3.5.6 8 to 15 runners: pays out first, second and third 

6.3.5.7 16 to 30 runners: Pays out first, second, third and fourth. 

6.3.6 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply with 4 places paid. In such races, all                
runners with saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number            
30. As such Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.4 FRANCE 

6.4.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Bipot, Place          
Accumulator and Pick 3. 

6.4.2 Pick 3 and Jackpot pools are only offered if 3 or 4 or more races respectively are                 
scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

6.4.3 Place Accumulator pools are offered if 7 or more races are scheduled for             
broadcast on Tellytrack. A Bipot pool will be offered in the event that only 6               
races are scheduled for broadcast by Tellytrack. 

6.4.4 All Win, Place, Swinger, Exacta and Quinte+ bets are commingled with PMU            
France.  

6.4.5 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply with 4 places paid. In such races, all                
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runners with saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number            
30. As such Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.4.6 Win Betting: 

6.4.6.1 Pools offered on all races with 2 runners or more 

6.4.6.2 Couplings apply to the same owner and will be indicated on the            
racecard 

6.4.6.3 In the event that a coupled runner is scratched, refunds will apply            
(other runners in bracket do not replace the scratched runner) 

6.4.7 Place Betting: 

6.4.7.1 3 or less carded: No Place Betting 

6.4.7.2 4 to 7 carded: Payouts first and second 

6.4.7.3 8 to 30 carded: Payouts first, second and third 

6.4.8 Swinger Betting: 

6.4.8.1 Pool offered in races with 8 runners or more. 

6.4.8.2 Should a runner from a selection be scratched, the remaining runner           
will qualify for a consolation Swinger dividend equivalent to a Place           
payout if the selection is placed. 

6.4.8.3 Should both runners from a selection be scratched, the bet will be            
refunded. 

6.4.8.4 If a key runner in the bet is scratched the bet will be refunded. 

6.4.8.5 Swinger pools are offered in races with less than 8 runners if the race              
is broadcast on Tellytrack. In such races there is no commingling and            
TAB rules apply. 

6.4.9 Exacta Betting: 

6.4.9.1 Pool offered in races with 4 runners or more. 

6.4.9.2 Should a runner from a selection be scratched, the remaining runner           
will qualify for a consolation Exacta dividend equivalent to a Win payout            
if the selection wins. 

6.4.9.3 Should both runners from a selection be scratched, the bet will be            
refunded. 

6.4.9.4 If a key runner in the bet is scratched the bet will be refunded. 

6.4.9.5 Exacta pools are offered in races with less than 4 runners if the race is               
broadcast on Tellytrack. In such races there is no commingling and           
TAB rules apply. 

6.4.10 Quintet + Betting: 
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6.4.10.1 The aim of the bet is to the pick the first 5 horses to finish in their exact                  
order in the daily Quintet + race. There are 5 payouts: 

6.4.10.1.1 * CORRECT ORDER - first five exact order  

6.4.10.1.2 * ANY ORDER - first five any order  

6.4.10.1.3 * BONUS 4 - first four any order  

6.4.10.1.4 * BONUS 4 OF 5 – four of first five any order  

6.4.10.1.5 * BONUS 3 - first three any order  

6.4.10.2 You cannot win more than one payout - you win the highest qualifying             
payout only.  

6.4.10.3 The unit cost of the bet for TAB customers is R2 with an R8 minimum,               
so a single-line entry must be played four times for R8.  

6.4.10.4 The bet can only be played in the following ways:  

6.4.10.5 Straight Line - select one horse for each of the five finishing positions.  

6.4.10.6 Example: 1-2-3-4-5 taken four times for R8.  

6.4.10.7 Mystery - tote system selects one horse for each of the five finishing             
positions.  

6.4.10.8 Example: 1-2-3-4-5 taken four times for R8. 

6.4.10.9 Box - select five horses to finish in any order in first five. Five-horse box               
costs R240; six-horse box R1, 440 and seven horses R5, 040.  

6.4.10.10Multiple - select one horse for each of four of the five finishing positions              
and two or more horses for the other position.  

Example: 1-2-3-4-5, 6 (two combinations at R2 each, play twice for 
R8).  

Example: 1-2-3-4-5, 6, 7, 8 (four combinations at R2 each).  

Example: 1-2-3-4-5, 6, 7 (three combinations at R2 each, but must be 
played twice for R12 because of R8 minimum).  

6.4.10.11Bets are refunded only if three of the horses selected for individual            
finishing positions are withdrawn. If only one or two horses chosen are            
scratched, the bet still qualifies for one of the three bonus payouts.  

6.4.10.12Every bet is allocated a random number from one to 3,000. To win the              
Daily Jackpot (minimum R2-million Euros) or Monthly Jackpot, you         
must have the first five in the correct order and the random number. If              
you have the random number and any of the other four winning            
payouts, winnings are multiplied by 10.  

6.4.10.13Please note that the PMU unit cost of the bet is two Euros, so TAB’s               
R2 unit qualifies TAB winners in this country for 1/16th of the PMU             
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payout. To win the full PMU payout, bets played with TAB must be             
taken 16 times. 

6.4.10.14Bets can only be cancelled within 15 minutes of being placed. 

6.5 HONG KONG 

6.5.1 Bets: Win, Place, Quinella, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Pick 3, Bipot and            
Place Accumulator (if seven or more races are scheduled for broadcast). 

6.5.2 Win, Place and Swinger (7 carded runners or more) and Quinella bets are             
commingled with the Hong Kong Jockey Club. 

6.5.3 Place Betting rules: 

6.5.3.1 3 or less carded runners: No betting 

6.5.3.2 4 to 6 carded runners: Payouts first and second 

6.5.3.3 7 to 30 carded runners: Payouts first, second and third 

6.5.4 Quinella Betting Rules: 

6.5.4.1 Quinella dividend is based on first two runners in a race in any order. 

6.5.4.2 Quinella pool will be offered in races with 3 or more carded runners. 

6.5.5 Pick 3, Jackpot and Place Accumulator pools are only offered if 3, 4 and 7 or                
more races respectively are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 

6.5.6 A Bipot pool will be offered when only 6 races are scheduled for broadcast on               
Tellytrack. 

6.6 SINGAPORE 

6.6.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Jackpot, Pick 3, Bipot and            
Place Accumulator (if seven or more races are scheduled for broadcast). 

6.6.2 Win and Place bets commingled with Singapore Turf Club. 

6.6.3 Place betting rules: 

6.6.3.1 3 or less runners: No betting 

6.6.3.2 4 to 7 runners: Payouts first and second 

6.6.3.3 8 to 30 runners: Payouts first, second and third  

6.6.4 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply. In such races, all runners with              
saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number 30. As such             
Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.6.5 Pick 3, Jackpot and Place Accumulator pools are only offered if 3, 4 and 7 or                
more races respectively are scheduled for broadcast on Tellytrack. 
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6.6.6 A Bipot pool will be offered when only 6 races are scheduled for broadcast on               
Tellytrack. 

6.7 AUSTRALIA 

6.7.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Pick 3, Double and Jackpot. 

6.7.2 Win, Place, Exacta and Double pools commingled with TABCORP (Victoria)          
Australia. 

6.7.3 TABCORP rules apply and the minimum Eachway bet is R12 (R6 Win & R6              
Place). 

6.7.4 Place betting rules: 

6.7.4.1 4 or less carded: No betting 

6.7.4.2 5 to 7 carded: Payouts first and second 

6.7.4.3 8 to 30 carded: Payouts first, second and third  

6.7.5 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply. In such races, all runners with              
saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number 30. As such             
Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.7.6 One Jackpot pool is offered on Australian meetings daily on the meeting that is              
scheduled to finish the latest (of the races that are scheduled for broadcast). 

6.8 NEW ZEALAND 

6.8.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Pick 3 and Double. 

6.8.2 Win and Place pools commingled with New Zealand Racing Board.  

6.8.3 NZRB rules apply and the minimum Eachway bet is R12 (R6 Win & R6 Place). 

6.8.4 Place betting: 

6.8.4.1 4 or less carded: No betting 

6.8.4.2 5 to 7 carded: Payouts first and second 

6.8.4.3 8 to 30 carded: Payouts first, second and third 

6.8.5 No pools are commingled in races with more than 30 runners. In such races TAB               
operates its own pools and TAB rules apply. In such races, all runners with              
saddlecloth number 30 and higher shall be bracketed as Number 30. As such             
Number 30 can only qualify once for result and dividend purposes. 

6.9 MAURITIUS, KENYA & ZIMBABWE 

6.9.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Swinger, Trifecta, Quartet, Place Accumulator (if 7           
races or more carded), Pick 6, Jackpot and Pick 3. A Bipot will be offered where                
8 races or more are scheduled. 
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6.9.2 All pools hosted by TAB. 

6.9.3 Pick 6 & Jackpot: couplings and first-timer rules do not apply. 

6.9.4 A Bipot pool will be offered where 8 races or more are scheduled. The first leg of                 
the Bipot pool will be the race before the first leg of the Place Accumulator. 

6.10 USA & CANADA 

6.10.1 Bets: Win, Place, Exacta, Pick 3, Swinger, Trifecta, Jackpot, Bipot and Place            
Accumulator (if 7 races or more carded). 

6.10.2 A Bipot pool will be offered when only 6 races are scheduled for broadcast on               
Tellytrack. 

6.10.3 Win, Place (host’s Show pool), Exacta and Pick 3 are commingled with NYRA,             
Parx Racing, Monarch Tracks and Woodbine (Canada). Unit of betting R1 with            
R15 minimum bet. 

6.10.4 Bracketed or coupled runners carry the same saddlecloth number and are           
differentiated by the addition of the letter A or B or C etc after the saddlecloth                
number/s of the horse/s in the coupling (example 1, 1A, 1B, 1C, etc). The XML               
feed of runners from Tote will have coupled runners indicated as the numerical             
number followed by ‘RUNNER ENTRIES’, which will indicate there are multiple           
runners within the bracket. For dividend purposes, all runners indicated as 1, 1A,             
1B, etc will be coupled for all bet types. Therefore, if the result of a race is                 
1x1A2x1Bx3: 

6.10.4.1 The Win will be paid on number 1 

6.10.4.2 The Place will be paid on numbers 1 and 2 with 2/3 of the pool               
allocated to number 1 

6.10.4.3 The Exacta will be paid on number 1 from 2 

6.10.4.4 The Swinger will be paid on numbers 1x2, 1x3 and 2x3 

6.10.4.5 The Trifecta will be paid on numbers 1x2x3 

6.10.4.6 In the PA only numbers 1 and 2 will qualify 
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